
CREATION TO NEW CREATION:
JOURNEY THROUGH SCRIPTURE FROM GENESIS TO REVELATION

CC 100: THE WHOLE IN ONE
(THE WHOLE BIBLE IN ONE QUARTER)

Session 2
CREATION AND CORRUPTION

Genesis 1-2, 3-11

0. Introduction

0.1. The Format of Our Course: Three Parts to Every Class Session

1. Where We Are in the Story: Getting Our Bearings

2. The Story Unfolds: The Revelation of God in [Book(s)]
2.1. What it’s called: The title on the cover and why that’s important to know
2.2. How it’s shaped: The author’s plan (structure, broad outline, literary form)
2.3. What it says: The message conveyed (content survey, key themes, major

contributions to the unfolding drama of divine revelation)

3. Inhabiting the Story: Making It Our Own

0.2. Bible Overview–The Story of Scripture: Creation to New Creation

a. The Shape of Story

  Crisis/Climax
          

            Complications        Consequences

Entrance/Exordium        Core Exit/Ending

b. The Shape of the Biblical Story

  CHRIST
                           (Matt-John)

 Covenant       Church
   (Gen 12-Mal)           (Acts-Jude)       

        Corruption            Consummation
                  (Gen 3-11)                            (Rev 1-20)

Creation Creation Restored
   (Gen 1-2)                    (Rev 21-22)
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a    CREATION (Genesis 1-2)
       b    CORRUPTION (Genesis 3-11)

c    COVENANT (Genesis 12–Malachi [2 Maccabees])
       d    CHRIST (Matthew–John)
c'    CHURCH (Acts–Jude)

       b'    CONSUMMATION (Revelation 1-20)
a'    CREATION RESTORED (Revelation 21-22)

The biblical story is the story of God’s universal blessing-plan in CREATION, which, having
suffered CORRUPTION in the Fall, will be restored through God’s COVENANT program with
specially called persons (notably Abraham, Moses, David) and people (Israel), a program
ultimately embodied and fulfilled in the redemptive mission of CHRIST JESUS, Israel’s
Messiah, who, by the Holy Spirit, continues his mission in the world through the CHURCH, and
who, by his own glorious return, brings the cosmic spiritual drama played out on the stage of
heaven and earth to a just and final CONSUMMATION, culminating in a renewed CREATION
in an everlasting kingdom–“on earth as it is in heaven.”

~~~

PARTS 1 AND 2
CREATION AND CORRUPTION

GENESIS 1-2, 3-11

1. Where We Are in the Story: Getting Our Bearings

Our journey together through the Bible begins where the Bible does–In the beginning of a grand
scriptural story about God’s universal blessing-plan that extends from Creation to New Creation.
Genesis 1-11 introduces this theo-drama by telling the story of God’s CREATION and of how it
became CORRUPTED by sin and rebellion. The remainder of the Bible will detail how God
responds to this situation, in which unfolding story we discover our place as participants in
God’s restoration mission.

2. The Story Unfolds: The Revelation of God in Genesis 1-11

2.1. What It’s Called: The Title on the Cover and Why That’s Important to Know

a. In Hebrew tradition–The title of a book is its opening word, Bere’shît (tyviarEB, “In/With/
By the beginning”).

b. In Christian tradition–Genesis is derived from the Latin Liber Genesis (Book of Genesis)
following the Greek Septuagint GENESIS (ge,nesij, birth, origin, descent).

c. Why is this important to know?

2.2. How It’s Shaped: The Author’s Plan

a. Genesis begins the story that centers in and leads to Christ. After its opening Prologue
(1:1–2:3), chs. 1-11 unfold in five toledot panels (toledot is the Hebrew word ‘the further
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account of’, ‘what became of’, ‘the ongoing story of’). This is one of many indicators
that the earliest parts of the biblical story are going somewhere, in such a way as to keep
readers looking forward and on the edge of their seats, ever wondering where it might be
going and how it’s going to get there. Those who keep on reading discover in due time
that in reading Genesis 1-11 they have begun a story that is ultimately about Jesus. And
because this is his story, it is our story, too (cf. Lk 24:25-27, 44-48; Jn 1:1-18; 5:46).

b. The structure of Genesis 1-11

I. CREATION AND CORRUPTION: THE INTRODUCTION TO GOD’S
UNIVERSAL BLESSING PLAN, 1:1–11:26
Prologue. The Story of CREATION, 1:1–2:3
A. The Account (Toledot) of the Heavens and the Earth, and the

CORRUPTION of What God Made Good, 2:4–4:26
B. The Account (Toledot) of Adam, 5:1–6:8
C. The Account (Toledot) of Noah, 6:9–9:29
D. The Account (Toledot) of Noah’s Sons, 10:1–11:9
E. The Account (Toledot) of Shem, 11:10-26

2.3. What it says: The message conveyed

I. CREATION AND CORRUPTION: THE INTRODUCTION TO GOD’S UNIVERSAL
BLESSING PLAN, 1:1–11:26

PROLOGUE. THE STORY OF CREATION, 1:1–2:3

1. The Creator and His Creation: A Summary Statement, 1:1
“In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth”–i.e., “the beginning” of

the story which the rest of Scripture will unfold and bring to its goal “in the end,” in a
new heavens and a new earth (Rev 21-22). This is a summary introduction to what
follows in more detail.

2. The Creative Week: Preparation for Blessing, 1:2–2:3
Here’s what God does to order the “unformed and unfilled” situation of v. 2 into

a “good” state of perfect readiness for humans and the fulfillment of his blessing-plan.
God’s creative work consists in preparing a place and populating it with people for a
purpose.

a. The creative and literary symmetry

Days 1-3
God forms the earth for habitation

Days 4-6
God fills the earth with inhabitants

1  separated light and darkness 4  luminaries to govern day and night

2  separated waters–sea and sky 5  fish and fowl to fill sea and sky

3  separated fertile earth from seas 6  land creatures/humans to occupy earth

                                                       Day  7–Finished!
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b. The narrative pattern (with some variation):
• Announcement–“And God said”
• Commandment–“Let there be”
• Report or fulfillment formula–“And there was/it was so”
• Naming–“And God called”
• Evaluation–“And God saw . . . good”
• Temporal framework–“And there was evening and there was morning,

the [] day”

c. A little closer look at Genesis 1:26-27

• The significance of the plural in v. 26 (“Let us make . . . our image . . .
our likeness”)

• The meaning of “image” and “likeness”

d. The seventh day, 2:1-3
The crown of creation is man and woman in the image of God, but the

end or goal of creation is a special rest. The Creator concludes his creative
activity and “stops” on the 7th day, which he blesses and designates as holy, not
because he was exhausted or because there was no more work to be done, but in
order to build a work-rest rhythm into the created order.

e. A few reflections on Genesis, science, and faith

• The Genesis account of Creation gives a literary-theological account of
origins for the purpose of introducing the biblical story of the Triune
God and his plans and purposes which will unfold to the end of
Revelation.

• This does not mean that Genesis 1 is mere poetry, and so should not be
taken in any sense literally.

• There are sufficient “blanks” and ambiguities in the Genesis account of
Creation to accommodate the facts of science in its purview.

• There are sufficient ambiguities in the claims of science to accommodate
a wholly theistic posture of faith in the world’s origins as depicted in the
Genesis account.

A. The Account (Toledot) of the Heavens and the Earth, and the CORRUPTION of What
God Made Good, 2:4–4:26

The toledot (further account of, what became of, ongoing story of) the heavens
and the earth God created. Whether or not chs. 1 and 2 were once independent Creation
accounts with different authors and dates of origin, as many propose, in its present
function ch. 2 serves rather like a zoom lens or detail area featuring and elaborating on a
specific aspect of ch. 1, namely, the creation of man and woman (1:26-28) and their
home in the land God had prepared for them. Rather than being a doublet in tension with
ch. 1, ch. 2 sets the narrative stage for what follows. Among other things, it provides the
brilliant backdrop against which to see the dreadful darkness of ch. 3.
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1. The Man, the Woman, and the Gift of the Garden: Anticipation of Blessing, 2:4-
25

• v. 15–Adam is “to work/serve and to keep/obey”–i.e., he is to “work” the
ground as an expression of worshiping/serving the Creator (the Hebrew
word is the same), and he is to “keep” the ground as an expression of
obeying the Creator. This is Adam’s first assignment.

• Adam’s  second assignment is to refrain from eating the fruit of “the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil.” N.B. The test in the Garden does not
consist in a generic act of obedience or disobedience as it is sometimes
conceived, but has everything to do with pursuing the knowledge of
what is good and not good (bad, evil) apart from submission to God and
God’s definitions of it. This is the essence of the fall and the heart of sin.

• v. 17–“you shall surely die”–the language of a judge’s pronouncement,
to be carried out by expulsion from the Garden and from the Tree of Life
(3:22-24). Henceforth, access to eternal life will be guarded but not
prevented, so that all who live forever will do so not on their own terms,
but on the Creator’s. The provision of eternal life, in other words, will be
the prerogative of the Creator, the dispenser of salvation.

• vv. 18-25–the creation of woman, and the blessed state of marriage

2. The Fall: Forfeiture of Blessing, 3:1–4:26

• The story of the fall serves a threefold function in Scripture: it reports
what happened to that which God made “good” and intended for
blessing; it explains the origin of sin and death; and it typifies what
continues to happen in human existence (this is our story, too).

• As to the corrupting of God’s Creation, the fall consists in a twofold
tragedy: (a) it is an assault on the established creative order; and (b) it is
a rejection of God’s determinations about what is good and not good in
order to be “like God, knowers of good and evil” (3:5, lit; cf. v. 22).

• vv. 14-15–The serpent cursed, and the promise of a wounded but
winning warrior–These lines are programmatic, as the plot of the Bible
will be about this enmity and the ultimate triumph of the woman’s
unnamed “seed” over the serpent and his unnamed “seed,” which story
continues all the way to Revelation. Because of its many NT echoes and
allusions (e.g., Rom 16:20; Rev 12:9; 20:2; cf. Pss 8:6; 72:9; 110:1; Jn
8:44; 1 Cor 15:22-28; Gal 4:4; Heb 2:14; 1 Jn 3:7-10; Rev 12:1–13:1),
Christian tradition has referred to Genesis 3:15 as the Protevangelium,
the prototype for the Christian gospel.

• Ch. 4 recounts the initial developments of sin and the indication by what
means God’s blessing-plan continues. This chapter is bound closely to
ch. 3, with the accent fixed on 3:15-16, which explains why ch. 4 is
structured around “[x] knew his wife and she conceived and bore [y]”
(vv. 1, 17, 25). We are looking for the seed of the serpent and the seed of
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the woman in a narrative where it appears that the serpent’s seed is
winning. Or is it?

B. The Account (Toledot) of Adam 5:1–6:8
This toledot bridges the toledot of the heavens and the earth, which ended with

Seth and a new “humanity” (2:4–4:26), and the toledot of Noah (6:9–9:29). As righteous
Seth preserves the hope of God’s blessing plan in the previous section, so righteous Noah
will do so in this. This section advances the key themes of chs. 1-11 by highlighting a
number of important continuities: the theme of God’s image, which does not end with
the fall; blessing, now anticipated in the new Adam–Noah; the conflict and contrast of
righteousness and wickedness; and the effects of Adam’s sin (despite procreation, death
reigns; cf. Rom 5:17).

1. The Prologue: Creation and Blessing, 5:1-2

2. The Sons of Adam: “Image of God” from Adam to Noah, 5:3-32

3. The Epilogue: Procreation and Perversion, 6:1-8

• These verses summarize and conclude the toledot of humanity (5:1–6:8)
by highlighting the state of affairs as we would expect at this point in the
story: population growth through marriage, the continuing corrupting
effects of sin, and the presence of godly exceptions like Seth, Enoch, and
Noah.

• While this paragraph highlights the degeneracy of the human heart, we
are not to think that the flood was necessitated by gross and grotesque
atrocities. The real corruption in focus is that human hearts are bent on
“seeing” things their own way, living by their own criteria of “good” and
“bad.” It’s entirely possible that the world of Noah’s day was not even as
wicked as our own. The reason for God’s waiting now is not that the
world is better today than it was back then, but that God is patient! (2 Pet
3:9; cf. Matt 24:37-39; 2 Pet 3:3-8). Also to be noted, it is not the
making of man and woman that is the source of God’s wounded heart,
but what they have made of themselves. God is grieved over their failure
to bear the divine image as they were created to do.

• The story of the flood is woven into the fabric of a larger narrative on
how God preserves his blessing-plan despite rampant sin, namely,
through a “seed” line. More than a story solely about judgment, about
how God wiped the world clean of sin, the flood account is “an
expanded interlude that details how God’s swift response to human sin
keeps alive the possibility of future blessing for the Adamic line”
(Mathews).

C. The Account (Toledot) of Noah, 6:9–9:29

1. Noah Before the Flood, 6:9–7:5

2. Noah During the Flood, 7:6–8:14
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3. Noah after the Flood, 8:15–9:29

D. The Account (Toledot) of Noah’s Sons, 10:1–11:9

1. The “Table of Nations”: The Sons of Noah and the Dispersion of the Nations,
10:1-32

• Two great lines of humanity diverge from the sons of Noah: Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob, and the nation of Israel from Noah’s faithful firstborn son,
Shem; and some of Israel’s most notorious adversaries (Egypt, Canaan,
Assyria, Babylon, Philistines, Amorites, Sodom and Gomorrah) from
Noah’s son Ham.

• Shem, whose name means ‘name’, signals what is at stake in this
division of humanity: whether mankind will seek to make a name for
themselves in the building of Babylon (11:4), or will comply with how
God chooses to make a name for himself in the call of Abram (12:2).

2. The Tower of Babel: The City of Babylon and the Judgment of God, 11:1-9

• This clearly is not what God had in mind as the focus of and the means
to blessing! Genesis 1:26-28 announced, and 9:1 and 6-7 reiterated, that
God’s intention for the earth is that it be filled with image-bearers who
reflect and represent God upon the earth. Humanity’s congregating in
one place, set on self-preservation through the work of their own hands
and determined to make a name for themselves, could only be
interpreted as defiance. The Tower of Babel story is really another
illustration of human effort to obtain what they evaluated as “good”
independent of God and to live in their own interests. In this, the
builders join Adam and Eve, Cain, Lamek, and the “sons of God,” even
as they prefigure modern humanity and its exploits in building a
rebellious, secular civilization–“the city of man.”

• “All the earth” (vv. 1, 4, 8, 9) was to be filled with God’s name, and that
would happen only through God’s somehow making of Abram “a great
name” (12:2), a name obtained by becoming the appointed recipient and
transmitter of the promised blessing.

• Of course, community is a good thing, but it must be pursued God’s way
for God’s purposes, and this is not it! The Bible envisions a non-
homogeneous people in which linguistic and ethnic diversity is not
suppressed but one in which the spiritual union of diverse peoples is
achieved through the universal kingdom of God (Isa 2:1-5; Acts 2), made
possible in the Cross of Christ (Eph 2:11f.), with worshipers “from every
nation, from all tribes and peoples and tongues, standing before the
throne and before the Lamb, . . . and crying out with a loud voice,
‘Salvation belongs to our God who sits upon the throne, and to the
Lamb!’” (Rev 7:9-10).

E. The Account (Toledot) of Shem, 11:10-26
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• As ch. 5 has ten names from Adam to Noah, from the offspring promised to the
woman (3:15) to the survivor of the Flood (7:23), so 11:10-26 has ten names
from Shem to Abram, from the son of Noah to the patriarch of promise.

• As ch. 5 marks the line of promise and bypasses the other line (i.e., that of Cain),
so 11:10-26 draws the line of the faithful from Noah to Abram, bypassing the
line of the unfaithful.

3. Inhabiting the Story: Making It Our Own

Since Genesis is part of the canon of Scripture received and recognized by the Church,
we should ask: What does Genesis, when read from the heart of the Church, contribute to the
mystery and the message of Christ and the gospel? How does it inform Christian faith? A few
examples:

• Genesis is prophetic from the very first word “In the beginning” (bere’shît)–i.e., the
beginning of the story which the rest of Scripture will unfold and bring to its goal “in the
end” (be’aharît), in a new heavens and a new earth (Rev 21-22).

• According to Genesis, we should read the story of salvation in the context of this story
that begins with Creation and culminates in New Creation, i.e., the gospel is the “good
news” of how God reclaims, restores, and renews all that went wrong in the initial
Creation.

• Genesis 1 foreshadows John 1 (many connections and echoes), leaving no doubt that the
creative word of Genesis 1 anticipates the Incarnate Word of John 1, as if to say that in
him and through him will the vision of Creation finally be realized in the New Creation.

• Genesis 1-11 supplies the foundations to such concepts and institutions as the Trinity,
the Sabbath, marriage and family, sin, covenant, faith, salvation, worship, wisdom,
kingship, mission, . . . The entire theo-drama that unfolds to the end of Revelation begins
here.

• We inhabit the story and make it our own when we accept the terms of the theo-drama
God is directing–when we embrace our calling as image-bearers, when we consent to
living in the Creator’s world on his terms of what is good and not good rather than our
own, when we submit in faith and love to the mission of making a name for God upon
the earth rather than a name for ourselves. This is, after all, the Creator’s world into
which we have been invited to live and move and have our being.


